TYPOE (Florida, 1983)
Forms from Life, 2019
Painted aluminum
Location: Cullen Family Plaza Fountain

ACTIVITIES

Watch a recording of Color Talks with TYPOE

Tour Forms from Life at the University of Houston

Public Art Studio Session
Make your own playscapes!

FUN FACTS

- TYPOE is a multidisciplinary artist whose practice plays upon the constant tension between the dark recesses of the urban underground and the shimmering bling of celebrity.
- His first experience with art was his mom’s painting. He then became a graffiti artist in Florida before transitioning into the more traditional gallery artist he is now.
- TYPOE’s work evolves in response to a given situation or environment and he often works with gunpowder, fire, plastic, spray paint and found objects in the creation of his works.
- TYPOE is part of a group of Miami bred artists changing the city’s cultural landscape through the creation of PRIMARY, an art collective focused on public arts, who’s mission is to connect new voices in contemporary art with growing audiences and collections.
- TYPOE’s monumental children’s building blocks and towers invite visitors to construct new worlds with the vibrant colors of Miami and reimagined structures of this world.
- His favorite writer is Dr. Seuss.

The exhibition is organized by Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art, Bentonville, Arkansas for Public Art UHS with significant enhancements, interpretative content, and an exclusive digital experience created by Public Art UHS and the University of Houston. The Houston presentation of the exhibition is generously supported by The Brown Foundation, Inc.